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January 18, 2024 

2024 Fixed Income: Don’t be a hero 

In what was supposed to be the “year of fixed income,” 2023 proved to be an OK year, but not a 
generational one. The Bloomberg US Aggregate Index returned 5.5%, right in line with the historical 
average return for the market. Perhaps most surprising, the bulk of the return didn’t come from falling 
rates, as most expected, but rather coupon clipping combined with a decent return in spread products 
like corporate credit and agency mortgages. 
 
As we shift gears into 2024, spreads are tight, rates are low, and the market is pricing in a whopping 
six interest rate cuts before year-end. Four of those are expected by August with the first priced to 
come in March. We believe this sets up the market for another volatile year, one where surprises 
could lurk around every corner. 
 

Chart 1: Expectations for future rate cuts accelerated between November 2023 and January 2024 

 
Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. 

 

Asymmetry  
As we enter 2024, investors need to remember fixed income returns, unlike equity returns, are 
skewed to the downside. A winning scenario for a bond investor is to simply earn a coupon and the 
ultimate return of principal. Perhaps there can be a few percentage points of upside if one buys a 
bond below par, but the downside can be severe, as we saw in 2022. Bonds can default, eroding 50-
60% of the value of the principal repayment. Also, rates can go up, wiping out the benefit of the 
coupons earned as prices inversely fall with rising rates. Because of this asymmetric return potential, 
when spreads are tight and rates are low, managing the downside in fixed income becomes at least as 
critical, if not more critical, than striving for upside. 

Renewed rate cut expectations drove down the entire yield curve 
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This brings us to 2024. Corporate credit is rich and interest rates are pricing aggressive cuts. The table 
below highlights the current attractiveness of different segments of the fixed income market. 
 
Table 1: Most of fixed income is expensive… only Preferred securities and CLOs are in the >50th percentile for spread  

Source: Richard Bernstein Advisors, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research, Bloomberg 

At the top of the list are those sectors that currently trade with a reasonable yield spread from a 
historic percentile basis, suggesting reasonable risk-reward. Preferred Securities, AAA and BBB CLOs, 
and agency mortgage-backed securities lead the pack in terms of their attractiveness. On the bottom 
resides longer duration and high-quality investment grade corporates and short duration high yield 
corporates.  
 
Investment Grade Corporates 
As we have written in the past (“All about the Macro”), when spreads are tight returns are driven by 
rates, not credit risk. Historically, when investment grade corporate bond spreads are 97bps or less 
(today’s level) one-year subsequent returns tend to average about 5%. This is below the average yield 
when spreads are at that level. In other words, when corporate bond spreads are this tight, investors 
on average earned 1.2% less in yield over the course of the next year. 
 
Table 2:  When IG corporate bond spreads are this tight, total returns over the next 12 months are less than the coupon 
earned 

Spread    Total Return Average Yield Return over Yield 

>165BP 6.2% 4.9% 1.3% 

120bp - 165bp 5.1% 4.6% 0.5% 

97bp to 120bp 4.5% 4.9% -0.4% 

<97bp 5.2% 6.4% -1.2% 
Source: Richard Bernstein Advisors, Bloomberg 

Interest Rate Risk: 
The other area investors need to be careful with today is in taking too much interest rate risk. Markets 
move based on expectations… and in rates, it is the expectations around growth, inflation, and Fed 
policy that drive Treasury yield levels. Further, supply/demand dynamics have recently proven to be 
market movers as well. In our view, today’s Treasury market is on the rich side of neutral (short-dated 
yields have room to move higher). The market has priced in too many cuts, growth may be bottoming, 

Asset Class Segment Percentile Current Median   Asset Class Segment Percentile Current Median 

Preferred Preferred 78% 128 156   IG 5-7 27% 107 133 

CLO AAA 58% 149 144   IG Broad  24% 102 135 

CLO BBB 50% 398 399   HY Broad 21% 356 452 

MBS MBS 49% 45 40   HY B 18% 357 463 

Floaters Floaters 49% 62 40   IG BBB 17% 126 176 

HY CCC 47% 941 920   IG AA 13% 55 78 

IG 1-3 39% 74 83   HY BB 13% 217 304 

IG 3-5 36% 94 107   HY 0-5 11% 373 509 

EM  HY 36% 545 598   IG 10+ 7% 114 174 

IG 7-10 31% 128 154   IG 15+ 6% 112 173 

IG 10-15 28% 126 176   IG AAA 3% 36 65 

IG A 28% 87 105             
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and inflation has not been slayed. Over the next several months leading into tax season, there is also 
reason to believe bond issuance will be heavy, potentially putting upward pressure on yields. 
 
Table 3:  Almost all the drivers of treasury yields are neutral or negative 

  
Economic 

Momentum Fair Value Model 
Market Technicals 
(Supply/Demand) Monetary Policy 

Rich/Cheap to 
other markets 

USTs Neutral Neutral Neutral/Negative Neutral/Negative Neutral 

            

1-3y Neutral Neutral/Negative Neutral/Negative Neutral/Negative Neutral 

3-5y Neutral Neutral/Negative Neutral/Negative Neutral/Negative Neutral 

5-10y Neutral Neutral Neutral/Negative Neutral/Negative Neutral 

10+y Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 
Source: RBA 

How RBA is Positioned 
In our view, investors need to look for alternative ways to manage fixed income over the next several 
quarters. This contrasts with owning the market and hoping for falling rates or spreads not to widen. 
Investors also need to be nimble enough to take advantage of opportunities when they present 
themselves this year. 
 
Instead of blindly owning the investment grade corporate bond market, for example, RBA has targeted 
market segments where a supportive growth backdrop has not been priced, such as preferred 
securities and AAA CLOs. By barbelling AAA CLOs with long term treasuries, we have also been able to 
synthetically create the same yield and duration characteristics of the investment grade corporate 
market with far less credit risk. Our view is that making a bold call on Treasury yields at near neutral 
levels won’t deliver alpha. Instead, we own yield curve positions through options, which can benefit 
from interest rate volatility as well as bull and bear steepening. For 2024, we also think it is wiser to 
own Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) and 2y notes than the belly of the nominal yield 
curve, as these instruments deliver attractive yield and protect the portfolio from higher-than-
expected inflation. 
 
2024 will likely play out very differently than investors currently expect. Though we are excited by 
the opportunities that could present themselves, we also believe now is not the time to be a hero. 
 
 
 
 
Michael Contopoulos 
Director of Fixed Income 
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Nothing contained herein constitutes tax, legal, insurance or investment advice, or the recommendation of or an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an 

offer to buy or invest in any investment product, vehicle, service or instrument. Such an offer or solicitation may only be made by delivery to a 

prospective investor of formal offering materials, including subscription or account documents or forms, which include detailed discussions of the 

terms of the respective product, vehicle, service or instrument, including the principal risk factors that might impact such a purchase or investment, 

and which should be reviewed carefully by any such investor before making the decision to invest. RBA information may include statements 

concerning financial market trends and/or individual stocks, and are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be 

superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of actual future market behavior or 

future performance of any particular investment which may differ materially, and should not be relied upon as such. The investment strategy and 

broad themes discussed herein may be inappropriate for investors depending on their specific investment objectives and financial situation. 

Information contained in the material has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. You should note that the 

materials are provided "as is" without any express or implied warranties.  Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. All investments 

involve a degree of risk, including the risk of loss. No part of RBA’s materials may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, 

without express written permission from RBA. Links to appearances and articles by Richard  Bernstein, whether in the press, on television or 

otherwise, are provided for informational purposes only and  in no way should be considered a recommendation of any particular investment 

product, vehicle, service or  instrument or the rendering of investment advice, which must always be evaluated by a prospective investor  in 

consultation with his or her own financial adviser and in light of his or her own circumstances, including the  investor's investment horizon, appetite 

for risk, and ability to withstand a potential loss of some or all of an  investment's value. Investing is subject to market risks. Investors acknowledge 

and accept the potential loss of some or all of an investment's value. Views represented are subject to change at the sole discretion of Richard 

Bernstein Advisors LLC. Richard Bernstein Advisors LLC does not undertake to advise you of any changes in the views expressed herein. 


